Lake Travis High School PTO History of Giving Via the "Wish List" Program

2016 – 2017

Fall:
- New chop saw and replacement blades for Agriculture
- Mat cutter and 2 Lix 3-D pens with extra filaments for Art
- Class set (16) of Logitech headsets with microphones for Computer Science
- 60 stackable, recycling bins for a joint DECA / Environmental Science effort to improve recycling on campus
- 2 replacement iPad Airs with Otterbox cases and 8 lightning cables for technology cart replenishment in the Digital Media Center
- 9 Force Tables with masses for Physics
- Updated resource guide set for AP US History
- Geometry teaching supplies, classroom display calculators, and Employment / Training Curriculums for Special Education
- Student-friendly update to LTHS Library ("Brain Balance") researched and proposed by Interior Design students, incorporating Floral Design, AG Mechanics/Welding, Fine Art, and possibly Life Skills students
- 4 large rolling mirrors for Theatre Arts

Spring:
- Interactive Document camera and life-size wooden manikin for Art
- Additional class set (16) of Logitech headsets with microphones for Computer Science
- 8 PLTW Digital Electronics VEX kits for Engineering
- Investing 101 micro site license (May 2017 – July 2018) and set of 40 Leelbox 3D VR Google Glasses for CTE
- Class set (27 copies) of The Best Poems of the English Language for AP English 4
- A9 greeting card envelopes and heavyweight cardstock for Special Ed Lifeskills

2015 – 2016

- Vernier Technology for Biology Department
- Electrostatic Generator, Polarization Demonstrator, Laser Pointers for the Science Department
- Dream House Model supplies for Architecture curriculum (pilot activity)
- Media Center upgrades as proposed by Interior Design Class
- 40 additional calculators to increase classroom sets for increased class sizes
- Travel Expenses for TEDx conference training and certification for LTHS campus
- Robotics Competition Field for CTE (Career and Technical Education)
- 2 Recumbent Bikes for Library
- Dual Range Force Sensor for Science
- New Oven and Social Skills Curriculum for Special Education 18+
- Speaker fee funding toward Empower LT Educational Forums

2014 — 2015
• Display Cases to establish School Store in newly-opened LTHS Annex for Special Ed Vocational Programs
• 6 Wireless Microphones for Performing Arts
• 3 Bluetooth Trackers for Mobile Computing Carts
• Apple TV for Special Education Class
• Paper shredder and Color Copier for Special Education Vocational Training
• Chrome Books for Debate
• Go Pro Camera Setup for Art Class
• Travel Expenses for Model UN National Competition at Harvard
• Headset with Earphone & Microphone for Language Class
• Transportation Costs for Orchestra TMEA
• 2 Filtered Water Bottle Filling Stations
• Food Handler and OSHA License Training for Special Education Vocational Programs
• Biology Textbooks

### 2013 — 2014

• $10,000 for Cameras and Equipment for the LTHS Film Department
• LTHS Subscription for the Olweus Bullying Prevention Program
• iPads and cases for LTHS Math Models and Algebra 3 Classes

### 2012 — 2013

• Registration and travel expenses for LTHS Science Department to attend a Science Conference for professional Development
• Tutoring Costs for At Risk Students